Tour Name
Jewish Krakow Adventure

Tour City
Krakow

Tour Snapshot
Discover the epicentre of Jewish culture on this Krakow tour. You'll visit synagogues, cemeteries, monuments, and food shops,
as well as the site of Oskar Schindler's famed factory. Learn about what he faced and you'll soon agree that he had incredible
chutzpah!
Highlights
Stoll through the fascinating historical district of Kazimierz
Visit synagogues to learn more about the Jewish faith
Uncover Jewish funeral traditions while visiting one of Poland’s oldest cemeteries
See where Steven Spielberg filmed the Oscar-winning movie ‘Schindler’s List’
Tuck into a ‘zapiekanka’, a traditional Polish sandwich
Inclusions: Local English-speaking guide, transport one way by public tram, entrance fees to 2 synagogues and Remuh

cemetery as indicated, a Polish snack.
Exclusions: Meals and drinks, items of personal nature, tips or gratuities for your guide.
Schedule details
Duration:3 hours
Meeting point:
The Father Adam Studzinski's Square in front of St. Giles church (at the end of Grodzka Street towards Wawel Castle).
Starting time: 2.00 PM
Ending point:
Schindler’s Factory.

Full Itinerary
Back in the communist era in Krakow, the Jewish quarter was a district you may have avoided, but now it's been polished and is
on the rise - which is exactly why we love it! For a healthy dose of boho local life in Krakow, there are few better places than the
Jewish quarter, and with a local by your side you'll find all the hidden gems and secret local hangouts this neighbourhood has to
offer.

Begin this Krakow city tour by meeting your local guide and hopping on a local tram to ride to the historic district of Kazimierz.
This area is known as the epicentre of Jewish culture in Krakow, so there’s no better place to uncover Jewish heritage and
customs than here!

Walk through the old Jewish Quarter and soak up the history that lives on here. Visit an orthodox synagogue before walking to
one of the oldest Jewish cemeteries in Poland. Here, learn about Jewish funerary traditions, visit famous graves, and find out
about the symbolism of certain tombstones. We know it might sound morbid, but we prefer to call it fascinating! The stories of
this neighbourhood and its people are poignant and important to remember, especially for the locals.

Next on this Jewish Quarter tour in Krakow, walk to the New Square, which houses a cultural centre and pre-war kosher
slaughterhouse. Take the chance to sample a traditional Polish snack called ‘zapiekanka’, which is sold from street carts nearly
24 hours a day. Why not learn some Polish language from your guide and order the snack yourself? Don't be shy, your guide is
there to help and the locals love it when you get involved!

After finishing your tasty treat, continue on to see the place where many of the scenes from the award-winning movie
‘Schindler’s List’ were filmed by Steven Spielberg years ago. Next, continue the adventure by walking to another, more modern
synagogue. Reformed Judaism is more liberal, so you will notice the difference between the design and style of this synagogue
as compared to the orthodox one visited earlier on in the tour. Continue the walk by visiting a significant bridge and monument,
commemorating the many lives that were lost during WWII.

This journey through Krakow history ends at Oskar Schindler’s factory, the place where more than 1,000 Jewish lives were
saved decades ago. Choose to independently visit the interesting museum here, head back to the city centre, or stop for a
coffee at a local café to toast the end of this adventure.
Additional information
Inclusions: Local English-speaking guide, transport one way by public tram, entrance fees to 2 synagogues and Remuh
cemetery as indicated, a Polish snack.
Exclusions: Meals and drinks, items of personal nature, tips or gratuities for your guide.
Dress standard: As we visit some Jewish religious places, we recommend clothing that covers your shoulders and knees. For
men it is obligatory to cover you head while visiting synagogues and cemeteries (kippa is available at the entrance to each of
the synagogues we visit). Polish climate is moderate, but because the weather changes it is good to have an umbrella and
something warm with you, just in case.
Your Trip: For your Urban Adventure you will be in a small group of a maximum of 12 people.
Confirmation of booking: If you have your voucher, your booking is confirmed. We'll see you at the start point. Get in touch if
you have any concerns or require more information via the email address or phone number (business hours only) on your
voucher.
Closure of sites: From time to time, especially during religious holidays, Jewish authorities close synagogues temporarily.

Please note that on Saturdays synagogues are closed due to Sabbath. Old Synagogue will be visited instead.
Child Policy: This is a child-friendly tour. Children between the ages of 6 and 11 inclusively are permitted on this tour. Children
younger than 6 are permitted at no extra cost, but please make sure you inform our guides of this before you take the tour.
Local contact
Office phone number: +48 665 015 665
Email address: tuan@whl.travel

